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MR, ANTHONY EDEN AT COVENTRY-

Following is the text of a speech to he made at Coventry this

afternoon by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Anthony Eden:-

This city of Coventry has a long proud history. Nothing in all its

record can equal the example Coventry has set for the last twelve months.

This city will ever be in men’s minds the symbol of the Battle of Britain.

Here the shock of total air war first made itself felt. Here you were the

first to suffer the unmitigated fury of the worst a Nazi blitz could do.

The spirit in which you met that challenge has been an inspiration to those

cities which were called upon to meet a like attack. You here never for an

instant lost the will to win. It is this determination that will prove

decisive for here in Britain in the factories of hundreds of our great
industrial towns the issue is being fought out.

We shall win the battle for mere survival. We have yet to fight the

battle for victory. Production is still the key to victory. The output of

war material of the Allied and associated Powers, including the

contribution of the United States, still falls far short of our needs. And

those needs will grow, as the tide of war sweeps wider until it engulfs the

world. Our success will be measured by our ability to provide ourselves and

our allies with the materials they need at the time they need them. To

ensure this we must have larger quantities of supplies than the enemy needs

since he works upon interior lines. Every ounce of industrial effort of which

the resources of the British Empire and the United States are together capable

could be used twice over. With Soviet Russia fighting as our Ally the

resources in manpower of the nations linked against Hitler are enormously

increased. But these Russian forces are fighting with magnificent courage

in a struggle of unparalleled intensity on a front of two thousand miles.

They are using up huge quantities of munitions. We have now all of us a

greater call to meet. Together we must help to supply Russia’s needs as

well as ours. Here is a call to duty in which we cannot fail.
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The problem is not only how much but when. Time is the master. Every

day that is spent without the freedom-loving count having developed
their full strength is an additional day of war andsuffering for mankind.

All effort short of total effort meansthat some of our strength is

dissipated and thus weprolong the world's agony.

Look back at the great battles of the war. Look back at the battle of
Poland, the Battle of France,- the Battlel of. Britain,, -the Battle of Greece.

All these are part: of history.. .Through' them all, .runs .like- a refrain the

word "machines" To beshort of materials in war is the most costly;method of 'waging'’war^‘ not only, in life ■ but 'in 'material. Had we and our

French and Belgian possessed in France last summer the armored units
and the air support/ that ’the German armies enjoyed, Germany' might today be. •.

fighting' a War on land on two fronts. As it wwas we ourselves couldcontribute insufficient of; the .latter and , former.

And in the events that followed we ourselves’ lost 1,000 guns Which’ 2,000'
tanks and 2, 000 could perhaps have saved. To be. .richly Supplied
in equipment is the. best- economyin war.

Our ;losses in equipment'■ in France 'left us here lastt year with an

almost empty cupboard* You worked; unsparingly to fill. it> r /And then out

of our still, perilously scant •resources we sent to General Wavell in the '

autumn, the tanks, ;and, guns and aeroplanes of• which ho and his commanders and

his men made such brilliant use last -winter.

Even-.more, important than the quantity of, the equimont, is its; quality*:'.;:'
I have myself seen old vehicles in: theWes ternDesert which ‘have stood

magnificently to the ;strains: -and stresses of modern war-.in. dust and grit

and, sand., .We cannot ourselves be content until our mm command in every/

am weapons which-.in design. , and execution are : fully a match for the best

the enemy can do,
„
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And if our men have the equipment you may be sure that they will make

good use of it. The superiority that our airmen have gained over the •

enemy airmen is no accident. You hove provided the planes. They have

done the rest, , Given fair odds the- army .will do the same.

In war courage counts for much. Skill counts for much and ex-

perience too* But there is another quality which counts also, imagination.

When men are together on the battlefield each man knows that he depends

upon his neighbour and .that his neighbour depends upon him. Thus is born

a spirit of comradeship a sense of confidence, upon which the life of

armies depends. It is not so easy in the factory or in the office to under-

stand that the lives of others are hanging on one's own efforts. It is not

so easy to.remember that an item of production-may affect a flow of munitions

with decisive consequences on the battlefield. It is not so easy to keep
in the mind's eye, for instance, the picture of Russian troops, millions

upon millions, of them/ each with his own life, his own hopes, his own

family, fighting week after week, giving everything for a country which is

his own and a cause which is ours as well as his, ■ Yet this is the true

picture. This is the time for each one of us, whether engaged in pro-

duction or in the management of production, to think of his' own Job, to

examine his own heart and conscience, to ensure that at least he,‘is doing

all that a man can do to support and sustain the cause which is common to

us all, to give to those who are fighting our battles the-weapons which

alone will bring victory, , • .; .

All over the world we need your -weapons. In Russia, in the Par

East, in Libya, over Germany, and only this last week we have had to meet

by action another attempt by the enemy to widen, the area of war, German

intrigue threatened to involve Iran. w.. ■

The problem created by German activities in Iran is not a new, one.

As long ago as last January I warned the Iranian Government of the danger

which the existence and composition of this large German colony must create.

Germans have a special technique when living in foreign lands.
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They are appointed, organised and drilled for a. vide variety

of fifth column activities. This war has shown in Norway, •

in Holland, in France'and in' countless other countries how

effective these German agents can be. The Iranian Government

maintained in reply to our representations that we exaggerated

the numbers of Germans and exaggerated the peril. But whether

those Germans in Iran were to be numbered by hundreds or thousands,

no one with a knowledge of the workings of the Nazi system could

doubt'the true purpose ,of their presence in : lran, Nobody has

disputed that amongst these Germans were many young men of military

age, physically and mentally well fitted to take their place in

■ the. ranks of Germany* s f ighting forces,’ yet the German Government

encouraged them to linger in Iran. No one is going to suppose

that they were there for .the good of their health‘-alone,. Nor

could we forget that earlier in this year much of the German,

activity which preceded Raschid Ali’s abortive rebellion in Iran was

organised by German agents acting from Iran* , After the collapse

of Raschid Ali many of his partisans fled to Iran. Until

recently they were still .there and at largo, ’in. communication with

Nazi diplomatic circles in the Iraniancapital.

Knowing full well of this state of affairs,' two courses

were open to us. We could have pretended not to see what was.

daily’more apparent. We could..have turned. a blind eye to these

Germanactivities and allawed these Nazi agents to go on with

: their fell work until the moment came when it' suited them to

stage a coup d’etat. or by some other means to strike at us

and at our friends. Or alternatively we could put the position

squarely to the Iranian Government and ask them to deal with'

the activities in their midst which must in, the; final resort

menace Iran as much as us*. We chose the latter course. - We

represented what we knew to be the true fonts to the Iranian

Government and we asked them to deaf themselves-with the danger*
We made these representations many times in'Tehran, and I spoke ,

myself to the Iranian Minister in London. We did indeed

practise the,lranian proverb "Patience is from God, and haste
is from the Devil”.. We met with no adequate response.: Pretexts,

excuses, insignificant concessions were, all that we obtained,
v
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The months vent by and Nazi activity increased in intensity, until in

the last few weeks it became apparent to ourselves and to our Russian

allies that we must, not scotch this Nazi snake but kill it before it struck

at us with all its venom in its own time. Unfortunately despite *every

plea and- every warning,'..the Government of Iran, perhaps as the outcome of

German intimidation,.could not. bring itself to take the necessary action

and send these Germans home. .. As a consequence we and our Russian-allies

were compelled to act, We have acted, our troops and. Soviet troops A

crossed the frontier. Happily there was from the first little fighting«
The Iranian Government and people, I am confident, understood, in their

hearts the motive of our action. They appear as a result to have offered -

only token resistance, and now even that token resistance has ceased. .
Indeed the latest reports which reached me before I left the Foreign Office

this morning show that everywhere the inhabitants are very friendly to

our troops. Everyone in the British Empire will rejoice at this. There,
have been within these last few days diplomatic exchanges between London,

Moscow/and Tehran. The Soviet Government and ourselves are in full

agreement and the Iranian Government will soon know what are the •> >■

conditions we must/impose. They are not extravagant and they are of

.course only temporary.

Meanwhile let me make plain once again our general attitude. We have

no territorial claims against Iran. We covet no square inch of Iranian

territory, We have no design nor have our Russian allies any design to

annex any part of the areas which our forces have now occupied. His

Majesty's Government and the Soviet Government have repeatedly assured the

Iranian Government of their determination to respect the political

independence and the territorial integrity of Iran.. We Have repeated that

pledge to the Government of our ally Turkey and to the Governments of

neighbouring States. That pledge stands., We shall, as . soon as military
conditions permit, withdraw our forces from Iranian territory. Neither

we nor the Soviet Government wish to seize'any part of Iran.

/indeed
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Indeed I have hopes that out of the troubled events of the last few weeks

may grow a closer and more intimate friendship between the allies and Iran,

There is nothing that we .should like better* We know* how great a contribution

Iran has made to the culture-.:of the world* We know, too, that a strong and

independent Iran in an essential element in the stability of the Middle East,

We' covet neither Iranian lends- nor her wealth, X We are not going to repeat
the .mistakes of, past policies, in this respect. The Collaboration of friends

and not an occupation by enemies •’ is the goal we seek in Iran. In this respect

our policy and { that of Germany- are in sharp contrast, Iran today is short

of food, because.,,in, earlier years she sent that food to Germany. The' Gormans

are locusts; end devour the lands-over which they sweep* - -■ Now our troops have

entered the country. . The food will follow after them, not only for cur Armies,
but for- the people of Iran, All that wo can do "to ease their lot mil bo done.

Lot us hope that in the future- we can work together. The British Empire and

Russia are; making their contributions to create the prosperity of Iran, and

the Nazi ,locusts are trapped" or away on the wing to- their' Gorman homeland.

It is no part of my Intention to attempt a broad survey of international

relations this-afternoon, Recently, however, the Soviet Government have taken

two steps which have been of exceptional value -for the consolidation of-

international relations. Since-wo have, as a result of the close diplomatic
relations which now exist between us and the Soviet Government, ourselves been~

to some extent concerned in those events, I should like to make a comment or

two- uponthem. The Soviet Government have made on agreement with Poland, which

restores, relations between the two countries and.provides for the formation of

a Relish army on Russian soil. The Soviet Government have also made jointly

with ourselves, a "declaration' to Turkey in which they say that they are prepared

scrupulously the territorial integrity of the Turkish Republic and

to render Turkey ever}?
-

help and assistance .in'the event of- her being attacked

by any European power, , u u . y' - • -
-

...
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.These two acts by '-.the- Soviet' Government hove 'been

welcomed by us- "because both countries concerned, Poland and Turkey, a.
stand in a special Relationship to ourselves, We have treaties,-

of mutual- assistance with both,. .7 Poland, is our gallant' ally,: on,the

battlefield* > Tn virtue of their geographical position and- their

own national qualities Poland and-.. Turkey will both be called upon

to play an important role in international affairs after the war...

The principles upon which the post-war world will be based

have been laid down in the Eight Point Declaration by
President Roosevelt .and, the Prime Minister on the, 'occasion of their

historic meeting* ■' That, declarationn is the charter of all free.. '. ; ■

nations. It establishes principles whibh will be equally valid’ ‘7/
for all nations, both great and small, • It excludes all. idea of ~

iT

hegemony or of zones of leadership, whether in the east or in the

west. The post-Wear world will require the collaboration of us

all*

When President Roosevelt and the Prime Minister met in the

Atlantic it was more than the meeting of two great men. It was more

than the coming together of two great peoples, the United States of

America and the British Commonwealth, It was more than another nail

for the coffin ‘which is being prepared for Nazism, It was a

declaration that we, too, have our plans for peace as well as our

strategy for war, Europe -

yes, and Germany - knows now the choice

which lies before them - Hitler's Nev/ Order - or ours.

/Speaking
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Speaking recently I said that our policy towards Germany after the

mr mist have a two-fold purpose. On the one hand, Germany must he

placed in conditions in which it wiĺ be impossible for her again to

re-aim and to resume' the struggle for domination over peace-loving nations#

We have had enough of .that from Germany* On the other hand, it is equally

important that she should not become a source of poison to her neighbours
and to the world by economic collapse*

Today I would go a step further# Those two fundamental principles must

govern not only our relations with Germany after the war, but all

international relations. This, is the plain meaning of the Roosevelt-

Churchill Declaration# No nation must ever be in a position to wage

aggressive war against her neighbours# And, secondly, economic relations

must be so regulated that no nation can in future be starved out of its

proper economic position by autarchic methods of trade arbitrarily imposed,

For autarchy, whether in political affairs or in economic affairs, means

anarchy#

I hope no one here thinks that these are matters whioh can be safely

left to others to look after, for they concern vitally every one of us hers.

For there can be no individual security for any of us, security from want,
from unemployment, from a decline in the standard of living, unless we have

international security*, And there can be no

/intenational
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international security ’unless there is also economic security, not

only in this country but in other countries, for from wont and

unemployment come war and upheaval, , International security and

economic security are in fact inseparable and. indivisble. And

finally,we can have neither international security nor economic

security unless everyone of us, in this country .as in all other

free countries, remains alive and vigilant to the demands of peace.

Our enemies were not slow to draw a comparison 'between the

eight points of the Atlantic Charter and the fourteen points which

President Wilson enunciated- 25 years ago. They have lost no time

in reminding us how the high idealism of 1917 degenerated through the

disillusionment of the post-war years until Europe was engulfed in a

second and more bestial German wax. For this we are grateful to

them. They have reminded us that idealism, if it is to prove more

than a dream, must guard itself against the German character. There

must be no sixth German war. We may be grateful, too, that we have

been reminded of certain fallacies in which we might be prone, perhaps,

to fall again ourselves.

Those of us who have lived through two who have seen victory

give way to disillusionment and doubt must always ask ourselves

how it happened* By now we know a good deal of the history of the

past 23 years. We have formed our own opinions of the political or

economic tides which swept Europe once again to war. But there

is one element in the tragedy to which, I think we have scarcely

given sufficient attention. It is this.

We/
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Ee thought, in 1918 that when the war was over we would 'sit back

and all;would ho well. Vie know hotter now.: . Wo know that we must

be as alert and watchful to win peace; as we need to be vigorous and

persistent to van the war. In this work that lies ahead I hope that

the younger men, particularly those ‘..ho have taken an active part in

this war will play their full part. We shall have need of than if

the mistakes of the past are not to be repeated in the future.

Let me then sum up. The contrast with, fifteen months ago is indeed

one to give us courage. At that time few of us would-have dared to

hope for so marked a change in our fortunes. But we should commit a

crime if on this account ,we were content to speak comfortable words to

each other, A call for immense effort lies ahead, especially in the

field of production. It is in that sphere that the struggle will he

finally‘decided. War' is a cruel arbitrament. Sacrifices are being
asked of each one of you in Coventry today. Icm asking of you further

efforts, further sacrifices. There is no choice. For there is only
the choice between victory and defeat, between freedom and slavery.
For us that is the choice between life and death. . Sacrifice there must

be, We can do no more than determine that insofar as the issue lies

with us, the sacrifice shall not be in vain. We have today good
grounds for hoping that it may be so, and that out of this welter of

human suffering we shall come in the end to a world, not perhaps more

comfortable, but to a happier world, for us and for all men, ?

FOREIGN OFFICE NEWS DEPARTMENT.
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